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Part 1
You will hear a man telephoning a company about his latest invoice.
Fill in the missing information below using a word, numbers or letters.
You will hear the recording twice.
You now have time to read the questions.

Name of caller:

Peter………………………………………………….

Customer number:

……………….……………………………………….

Goods received:

ten….…………………………………………………

Discount quoted originally:

……….……………..……………..…………percent

Contact number:

…………………………………….… extension 945

Paper copy for:

Head …………………………………………………

Email address:

…………………………………..………….@sg.org

Date of payment:

………………………………………………..…June

Total 1:

/8

Part 2
You will hear five short recordings.
For each recording, decide which aspect of working conditions the speaker is talking
about.
Write one letter (A-G) next to the number of the recording.
Do not use any letter more than once.
There are two extra answers you do not need to use.
You will hear the five recordings twice.
You now have time to read the questions.
Speaker 1: ……

A pay increases

Speaker 2: ……

B training courses

Speaker 3: ……

C health and safety

Speaker 4: ……

D career prospects

Speaker 5: ……

E disciplinary procedures
F working hours
G job security

Total 2:

/5
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Part 3
You will hear a conversation on the radio about the Internet.
For questions 1 to 7, choose one answer A, B or C.
There is only one correct answer per question.
You will hear the recording twice.
You now have time to read the questions.

1. On the Internet people often see
A.  exactly the same adverts.
B.  completely different adverts.
C.  personalised adverts.
2. “The Filter Bubble” is
A.  a book.
B.  a search engine
C.  a website.
3. The expert tells us
A.  which political party she is a member of.
B.  that she clicks more frequently on friends who have the same ideas.
C.



that some of her friends have decided to leave social media.

4. According to Eli Pariser, when the filter bubble operates, the Internet users
A.  choose what they want to see.
B.  can’t find any information.
C.  get selected information.

5. In Eli’s example, when typing “Egypt”, the results were
A.  the same.
B.  different.
C.  not relevant to the country.

Please turn over
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6. According to the expert, personalised websites
A.  are a waste of time.
B.  show us all the information.
C.  can help us shop online.

7. The expert suggests using
A.  different search engines that don’t filter information.
B.  software that prevents filtering.
C.  the search engines for short periods of time.

Total 3:

/7
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